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Single-Sheet Promotionals
Calling for Troops
in the Months Following the Declaration of Independence
1. [American Revolution]: AN ABSTRACT FROM RESOLVES CONTAINING THE ENCOURAGEMENT OFFERED BY THE CONTINENTAL
CONGRESS, AND BY THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, TO
SUCH AS SHALL INLIST INTO THE CONTINENTAL ARMY. [Boston:
Benjamin Edes, ca. January 28, 1777]. Broadside, 13¾ x 8¼ inches. Docketed on
verso. Expertly repaired separation along upper horizontal fold, short fold separation at left side of middle horizontal fold, moderate marginal dampstaining.
About very good. Untrimmed.
A rare recruitment broadside attempting to entice Massachusetts recruits into the
Continental Army, printing the resolutions of the Continental Congress and the
Massachusetts House in the months following the Declaration of Independence.
The inducements offered by the Continental Congress include $20 in bounty,
100 acres of land, a new suit of clothes each year, and a half-pay disability pension if “disabled in the Service of the United States of America as to render him
incapable afterwards of getting a Livelihood.” The state offers an additional £20
if the new recruit arrives with “a good effective Fire-Arm, and also a Bayonet, or
in Lieu thereof, a Sword, Hatchet or Tomahawk, a Cartridge Box and Knapsack.”
The Congress even offers a free blanket, or a reimbursement of eighteen shillings
if the soldier brings his own.
The broadside is signed in type by Samuel Freeman, the Speaker, Pro Tempore,
and by John Avery, Deputy Secretary of the Massachusetts House of Representatives in Boston. “Very fine revolutionary broadside issued during the period
when Washington had to beg for troops. Contains the four resolves of Congress,
passed August 26th, September 16th, 18th, and 19th, October 8th, and November
12th, 1776, relative to the pay and bounty of officers and men in the Continental
Army as part of the Fifteen battalions assigned to this state, to continue during
the war, or for a term of Three Years” – Heartman.
ESTC records just eight copies, including two each at the American Antiquarian
Society and the Library of Congress. A rare, early, and important Revolutionary
War recruitment broadside.
EVANS 15418. FORD 2076. CUSHING 981. HEARTMAN P15:4. ESTC W34149.
$11,000.

The First Aviation Meet in New England,
Featuring Future Famous Flyers
2. [Aviation]: [Beck, Paul W.]: MILITARY AVIATION MEET. ROCKINGHAM PARK, SALEM N.H. THURSDAY, OCT. 12, 2 P.M. Boston. Buck
Printing Co., [1911]. Broadside, 11 x 7 inches. Three early pencil annotations.
Tear in upper margin (from previous mounting, no loss of text), two-inch closed
tear along center fold, old folds, some tanning. About very good.
Broadside advertising the first air show, or “aviation meet,” ever held in New
England, in 1911, at Rockingham Park, the first horseracing track in the region.
Promising “United States Army Flyers in Positive Flights,” the meet featured
three soon-to-be legendary pilots with the planes they flew added in pencil, in
parentheses: “Capt. Beck (Scout), Lieut. Milling (26 Burgess), Lieut. Arnold
(Curtiss).” Also performing was one Bonnetti, the “World’s Greatest Ballooinst
[sic],” who promised to make the “most Thrilling, Dare-devil Parachute Jump
to Earth, ever attempted in New England.” Admission was 50 cents, but the
broadside highlights free parking and easy access to the park “by Auto, Steam,
Electric directly into the grounds.”
Paul W. Beck (1876-1922) was one of the first military pilots, and one of the first
military officers to advocate for an air force branch independent of the Army. In
1922, Beck was shot and killed by his former friend and prominent Oklahoma oil
man Jean P. Day, who claimed Beck had assaulted his wife. Thomas D. Milling
(1887-1960) received his flight training at the Wright brothers’ aviation school,
and while not the first U.S. Army aviator recruited, he received Military Aviator
Certificate No. 1 on July 5, 1912. At this meet, Milling set a new altitude record
of 1600 feet in his Burgess biplane. Henry H. “Hap” Arnold (1886-1950) received
his flight training from the Wright brothers along with Milling. After training,
Arnold and Milling were sent to the Aeronautical Division, Signal Corps station
at College Park, Maryland, to be the Army’s first flight instructors. Arnold went
on to be Commanding General of the U.S. Army Air Forces, U.S. Air Force
general, and founder of Project RAND.
An unexpected survival from the early days of American aviation.

$1000.

Circular Letter Promoting Their New Merchandise Book
3. [Barnard, George D., & Co.]: OFFICE OF GEO. D. BARNARD & CO.
PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, STATIONERS AND BLANK BOOK
MAKERS....DEAR SIR: WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE ENCLOSED SAMPLE OF OUR NEW MERCHANDISE BOOK...[caption title
and beginning of text]. St. Louis: Geo D. Barnard & Co., [ca. 1880s]. 14¼ x 8½
inches. Plus envelope retaining stamp and cancel. Old folds, a few pinholes to
upper left corner. Envelope with light soiling. Very good overall.
A printed circular letter advertising a new “Merchandise Book” for merchants
and shopkeepers, produced by George Barnard’s printshop in St. Louis. Barnard
explains that this is a considerable improvement on the “pass book,” wherein the
customer must bring the pass book with them each time they visit the store, and
have the merchant record the transaction. Often, customers would fail to bring
their pass book, which created confusion and frustration when monthly account
statements were presented. The new Merchandise Book sidesteps this via a system
of printed tickets, customizable for the merchant. For example: “you hand him
a Ten Dollar Book, and charge him on you [sic] books with $10.00. When your
customer buys anything he hands you or your clerk the Merchandise Book, from
which you tear off the amount bought, be it 5c., 10c., 25c., or any sum...when
the tickets are all gone, he knows he has had their worth in goods and there is
no grumbling.” Several sample tickets are printed in the center of the sheet, and
rates are given at the bottom. The envelope is addressed to William Seitz, Jr. of
Mount Carmel, Illinois, who ran the family grocery store there.
We were unable to find any examples of this circular in OCLC or at auction.
Eleventh & Twelfth Annual Reports of the Factory Inspectors of Illinois (Springfield:
Illinois State Journal, 1906).
$250.

Very Rare Broadsheet for P.T. Barnum’s
Proto-Wild West Native American Show
4. [Barnum. P.T.]: AMERICAN MUSEUM. CORNER OF BROADWAY AND
ANN-STREET, UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF MR. P.T. BARNUM...A
SHORT ENGAGEMENT WITH A COMPANY OF INDIAN WARRIORS!
AND THEIR SQUAWS! [New York]: Wm. Applegate’ Steam Presses, [ca. March
21, 1842]. Letterpress broadsheet, 12 x 8¾ inches. Small engraving of Niagara
Falls on verso. Moderate edge wear, a few closed tears and minor fold separations
with expert tissue repairs. Light foxing and staining. Good condition.
An exceedingly rare broadsheet handbill advertising P.T. Barnum’s groundbreaking
1842 western show featuring Native Americans in a variety of performances. Issued quite early in Barnum’s career, shortly after he opened his American Museum
in New York, the broadsheet promises a wide variety of natural and mechanical
wonders “exhibited in six spacious halls, each one hundred feet in length.”
While Wild West shows are often associated with Buffalo Bill Cody, the present
broadsheet was issued five years before Cody’s birth, and the year before P.T. Barnum’s landmark “Grand Buffalo Hunt” in Hoboken, which is generally considered
the first of what would later become the Wild West Show. P.T. Barnum – one of
the most successful showmen in history – here stages a proto-Wild West show in
his Broadway museum, the type of western show that would become ubiquitous in
theaters, performance halls, and outdoor venues a generation later. Here, Barnum
employs “Indian Warriors! And their Squaws! Who will introduce their various
and peculiar Religious Rites and Ceremonies illustrative of the superstitions of
the American Aborigines, also their Marriage Festivals, War Dances, &c. together
with a variety of thrilling Indian Pantomimes!!”
The show also involved Native Americans “in a Scenic representation of The
Murder of Miss McCrea! Native Dance! Worship and Thanksgiving! Wedding
Dance! Pocahontas! Saving the Life of Captain Smith.” The “Miss McCrea”
mentioned here refers to Jane McCrea, who was killed by Wyandot warriors in
upstate New York in 1777 while on her way to meet her fiancé, who was serving in
General John Burgoyne’s army during the Saratoga campaign. Burgoyne himself
had engaged the Indians to attack American troops that were harrying the British
army along their route, but this plan backfired spectacularly when they began also
to attack and to kill civilians, including many erstwhile loyalists like Jane McCrea. The particular circumstances of McCrea’s death sensationalized the story,
and helped to turn many previously loyal New Yorkers against the British cause.
The entire episode was one of many misadventures for Burgoyne in upstate New
York that eventually led to his surrender at Saratoga. The McCrea murder was
adapted into fiction and art, and obviously into stage productions, as seen here.

In addition to the Native American show, Barnum advertises a comedian, singers, a pneumatic railroad, an albino woman, “fancy glass working,” and a “Grand
Cosmorama.” Notice of a “grand and sublime exhibition of the stupendous falls of
Niagara” features a small woodcut of Niagara Falls, with a note that “real water”
would be used to “make the subject perfect.” Appealing to the large population of
New Yorkers of Dutch heritage, another act describes a “highly laughable Dutch
story” in which the protagonist searches for his son in the East Indies. Admission
was twenty-five cents for adults, half that for children under ten.
A very rare and early Barnum broadsheet, issued just three months after the opening of the showman’s legendary American Museum, with no copies in OCLC.
$4750.

Wonderful Dutch Poster for a Buffalo Bill Serial
5. [Buffalo Bill]: BUFFALO BILL – NICK CARTER. [N.p., but Holland. ca.
1900]. Chromolithographic poster, three sheets joined together, 49½ x 33½ inches
in total. A bit of slight wrinkling. Near fine. Linen-backed.
A stunning poster advertising the Dutch publication of a Buffalo Bill serial magazine,
showing the front cover of twelve issues packed with Western excitement. The
serial is entitled The Buffalo Bill Original Stories of the Far West, and was printed in
six colors and published every two weeks. This poster actually advertises another
serial magazine, featuring the adventures of detective Nick Carter, and four of
those issues are featured in the corners of this poster. But the star of the show is
Buffalo Bill, with the Dutch caption text asking, rhetorically, “Wie kent niet den
wereldberoemden held van de Far-West Buffalo Bill” (“who does not know the
world famous hero of the Far West Buffalo Bill”)? A dozen Buffalo Bill covers
are featured, with the titles given in English and in Dutch. Titles include “Buffalo Bill and Dark Despard”; “The Warbler from Whistleville”; “Buffalo Bill and
the Blue Dwarfs”; and “Black Eagle, The Outlawed Chief,” among others. The
text announces that the magazine would introduce the reader to the mysterious
customs of Indian tribes, and bring not only pleasure, but information. As opposed to Buffalo Bill, the Nick Carter stories are set in major East Coast and
Midwestern cities, but introduce some exoticism by featuring stories involving
the Chinese, or strange religious sects.
By the turn of the century Buffalo Bill had already mounted several tours of
England and the Continent, and this striking poster is ample evidence of his
great popularity overseas, and the European thirst for adventure stories set in
the American West.
$4500.

Impressive Clipper Ship Card
6. [California Clipper Ship Handbill]: EXTRA NOTICE. FOR SAN FRANCISCO. ONLY 35 CTS. PER CUBIC FOOT ON THE FASTEST SHIP IN
THE WORLD. THE CLIPPER SHIP ANDREW JACKSON.... New York:
Nesbitt and Co., [1861]. Illustrated handbill, 6¼ x 9½ inches (sight), printed in
red, blue, and black. In fine condition. Matted and framed.
A rare and attractive handbill advertising the services of the Andrew Jackson, a
clipper ship bound for San Francisco in late 1861. This is a large handbill, much
larger than the typical clipper ship card, and has a wonderful image of Andrew
Jackson astride his horse, with the American flag behind. The illustration of
Jackson was drawn by George F. Nesbitt, who also printed this handbill.

The Andrew Jackson was a 1679 ton medium clipper, built in Mystic in 1855.
She was a fast sailer, but contrary to what the handbill would imply, she didn’t
set any records on any of her passages. At the time of the voyage advertised here
(December 16, 1861) she was helmed by a Captain Johnson. It is interesting that
this voyage to California was scheduled at a time when naval action in the Civil
War was ramping up: the USS Constitution arrived at Ship Island at the mouth of
the Mississippi River carrying the 26th Massachusetts Regiment to New Orleans;
Great Britain began its embargo on U.S. exports; and the naval blockade of the
Confederate coast was beginning to show results. Despite the turmoil of the war,
the handbill states that the ship would depart “by Christmas day, but certainly
on or before the 1st of January.” The clipper ship Andrew Jackson was sold to
the British in 1863 and was lost in the Gaspar Straits in 1868. A rare survival.
$3750.

Catlin’s Iowa Indians on Display in London
7. Catlin, George: PATRONIZED BY THEIR ROYAL HIGHNESSES THE
DUKE AND DUCHESS OF CAMBRIDGE...THE FOURTEEN IOWAY
INDIANS FROM NEAR THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, IN AMERICA.
VAUXHALL GARDENS! EACH DAY THIS WEEK, FROM 3 TO 6....
[London]: W.S. Johnson, “Nassau Steam Press,” [1844]. Small printed broadsheet,
10¼ x 7½ inches. Pencil annotation on recto: “Septr 11th 44.” Old folds, slight
tear at right edge center fold. Near fine.
Rare handbill advertising the public appearance of “fourteen Ioway Indians” as
part of George Catlin’s traveling “Indian Gallery.” Catlin arrived in England in
1840 and set up his Gallery in the Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly, followed by a tour
throughout Britain. When a group of Iowa(y) Indians arrived in England in the
summer of 1844 under the management of George H.C. Melody, Catlin seized
the opportunity and hired them to perform in London. This was perhaps made
easier because Catlin already knew three of them – Mew-hu-she-kaw (White
Cloud), Neu-mon-ya (Walking Rain), and Wash-ka-mon-ya (Fast Dancer) – having
met them in a village on the Missouri River in southern Nebraska in the early
1830s. These three also sat for Catlin, and the paintings were added to his Gallery in subsequent shows. Catlin secured Vauxhall Gardens, where he promised
to feature “Grand equestrian and archery fêtes” performed by the Iowa. Further,
“Mr. Catlin having made arrangements for these famous and spacious Grounds,
will turn the fourteen Ioway Indians loose for a few days, where they can be seen
to great advantage, in all the freedom of savage, forest life; their Tents (or wigwams) brought with them from their country, will regularly be pitched, forming
a picturesque encampment, in front of which they will give their dances, games,
ball plays, songs, archery, and equestrian exercises.” The verso provides a detailed
description of the encampment; the program of dances, activities, and speeches;
and the names of the Indians, including their interpreter, Jeffrey (Doraway).
Catlin also notes, “This, it should be remembered, is the first time that ever a
party of Indians have appeared encamped in an open plain in Europe: they will
appear in their tents as in their native village, and will enable the public to form a
correct idea of their peculiar habits, manners, and customs....” After a successful
tour through Britain, the group accepted an invitation to perform in Paris, and
Catlin moved them and his Gallery to France, where they were enthusiastically
welcomed and performed for King Louis Philippe and the royal family.
During the 1830s, Catlin (1796-1872), a self-taught artist, traveled the Great
Plains of the American West, absorbing the ways of the North American Indian
tribes he found still flourishing there. Over the next decade he embarked on a
journey to create a faithful visual study of the people, customs, and surroundings
of the tribes he was welcomed by, which culminated in his numerous publications

of prints and drawings of North American Indians. In a famous passage from
the preface to his North American Indian Portfolio, Catlin describes how the sight
of several tribal chiefs in Philadelphia led to his resolution to record their way
of life: “the history and customs of such a people, preserved by pictorial illustrations, are themes worthy of the lifetime of one man, and nothing short of the
loss of my life shall prevent me from visiting their country and becoming their
historian.” He saw no future for either their way of life or their very existence,
and with these thoughts always at the back of his mind he worked, against time,
setting himself a truly punishing schedule to record what he saw. From 1832 to
1837 he spent the summer months sketching the tribes, then finished his pictures
in oils during the winter. The record he left is unique, both in its breadth and
in the sympathetic understanding that his images constantly demonstrate. Catlin
painted around 600 highly realistic and powerfully projected portraits of Indians,
carefully recording their costume, culture, and way of life. Catlin then spent
1837 to 1852 touring the U.S., England, France, and Holland with his collection
of paintings and examples of Indian crafts, and accompanied by representative
members of the tribes he had visited.
This broadsheet advertising the presence of fourteen Iowa Indians in London
is decidedly rare. We found only two copies listed in OCLC (Yale, Library of
Congress), and could find no records at auction.
OCLC 27861270, 39085626.
$6000.

Chinese Communists in America
Celebrate Their Leading Periodical
8. [Chinese Americana]: CELEBRATE SIXTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
CHINESE VANGUARD! GREET “RED MAY” AND THE LIBERATION
MOVEMENT OF THE CHINESE PEOPLE! [New York]: Chinese Vanguard
Weekly, [ca. 1933-1936]. Handbill, 9 x 6 inches. Old folds, tiny chip to left margin. Near fine.
A handbill advertising an event celebrating the sixth anniversary of the Chinese
Vanguard Weekly, “the only Chinese language paper on this continent fighting
for the interests of the Chinese toilers and for the unity of all Chinese people
against Japanese imperialism....” The Chinese Vanguard was founded in San
Francisco and then moved to Philadelphia before settling in New York. The
weekly was created by leftist Chinese Americans after the communists and communist sympathizers were expelled from the Kuomintang in 1927. The text also
calls for a celebration of “Red May”: “Besides May Day, there are May 4th, the
anniversary of the student movement of 1919, and May 30th, the anniversary of
the Shanghai massacre of 1925, which set sparks to the Chinese Revolution –
1925-1927.” Held at the Manhattan Lyceum on Sunday, May 3, at 8 p.m., the
event promised to highlight China’s coming triumph over Japanese imperialism,
and featured presentations by Hansu Chan (a.k.a., Ji Chaoding), editor of China
Today, a “chalk talk by S. Yamasaki,” and the “Negro Orchestra and Dance.” It
also notes that tickets are available at the Workers Bookshop (50 East 13th St.)
and Peoples’ Bookshop (142 Second Ave.).
A thoroughly Communist event.

$225.

A Large Collection of American Chromolithographic Ephemera
9. [Chromolithographs]: [COLLECTION OF SCRAPBOOKS CONTAINING OVER 1000 TRADING CARDS, ADVERTISEMENTS, AND OTHER
EPHEMERAL CHROMOLITHOGRAPHIC ITEMS, ALMOST ALL PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE 19th CENTURY]. [Various
places. ca. 1875-1905]. Approximately 1100 pieces, both loose and in four albums.
Most pieces pasted into albums. Albums are quarto and folio in size. Largest album
lacking spine and front board, spine deteriorated on second album, leaves loose
in both. Some light wear to leaves in all four albums, some heavier than others.
Overall, the individual pieces are in very good condition.

Large group of primarily American trade cards, advertisements, and other ephemeral
printed items, most printed in chromolithographic full color. The collection spans
a variety of printing firms, in various locales, including Boston, New York, New
Bedford, Philadelphia, and Buffalo, among others. In addition to chromolithographs of flowers and other ornamental scenes, there are trade cards advertising
a wide variety of products: corsets, soap, thread, medicines and remedies, early
appliances and household goods, shoes, furniture, dry goods, cigars, and many
more. Most of the advertisements and trade cards are aimed at a female audience, relying on the desires of the burgeoning Victorian middle class. Some show
African Americans in extreme caricatures, notably a series of cards for cigars. A
significant archive of ephemeral items, neatly collected and grouped.
$8000.

A Rare Recruiting Broadside from the Beginning of the War
10. [Civil War]: [New York]: $14 CASH! IN ADVANCE! HARRIS’ LIGHT
CAVALRY! [caption title]. Plattsburgh, N.Y. [1861]. Printed broadside, 13¾ x
20 inches. Matted. Mild offsetting of text from being previously folded, minor
restoration in left margin, light folds and toning. Very good.
A rare Civil War recruitment broadside, stating that Captain W.B. Weed will pay
$14 in advance to all Union recruits accepted after October 23 in the Harris’
Light Cavalry. Signed in type by Captain Weed, who enlisted with the 2nd New
York Cavalry in September 1861, only to be discharged less than a year later, on
June 24, 1862. The broadside includes a large and well-executed engraving of
a cavalry horse.
Named in honor of Senator Ira Harris of Albany, Harris’ Light Cavalry, the 2nd
New York Cavalry, was organized at Scarsdale, New York during the summer of
1861 and over the course of four years’ service, earned one of the most illustrious
records in the Army of the Potomac. The 2nd Cavalry lost heavily during Pope’s
Campaign in the late summer of 1862 and again before and after Gettysburg, losing
almost 50 at Aldie alone, with equal losses later in the year at Liberty Mills and
Buckland Mills. During the summer of 1864, the regiment took part in Wilson’s
raid on the South Side and Danville Railroads and it fought in the Shenandoah
Campaign when the tide was finally turned against the Confederates. The 2nd
New York Cavalry is one of the 300 fighting regiments mentioned by Colonel
Fox, and ranks eighth in the list of mounted regiments which lost the most men
killed and fatally wounded in action during the Civil War.
$5000.

Pretending to Be Buffalo Bill
11. Cody, Samuel Franklin: JOHN BULL’S ADVICE. SEE T he K londyKe
n uggeT ! Birmingham: Moody Bros., [ca. 1898]. Chromolithographic poster, 20
x 30 inches. Minor soiling and wear, a few small closed tears in the margin. Flyer
for local theatre pasted to right side of sheet (in image). Very good.
A rare poster for the popular stage play, The Klondyke Nugget, written and performed
by S.F. Cody throughout the British Isles at the end of the 19th century. Samuel
Franklin Cody (1867-1913) was a unique figure in late Victorian Anglo-American
popular entertainment. Born Samuel Franklin Cowdery, he later changed his surname to capitalize on the fame of Buffalo Bill Cody, even mimicking Buffalo Bill’s
clothing and facial hair style. Born in Texas, S.F. Cody trained in the Forepaugh
Wild West Show, and found much of his fame in England. He is renowned in the
history of aviation as the first man to conduct a powered flight in England, and

he later developed large kites that were used for artillery spotting during World
War I. Cody’s life was filled with tall tales (though some of them are perhaps
true), including his claim that he prospected for gold in Dawson City during
the Klondike Gold Rush. That story set the groundwork for the theatrical play
advertised herein, where Cody plays the role of George Exelby; Lela Cody, his
(common law) second wife, the part of Rosie; and her son, Edward LeRoy, plays
Joe Smith. This poster shows a portly British gent in a Union Jack waistcoat
centered in the sheet, endorsing the play by giving a thumbs up. He is surrounded
by a varied cast of characters from all nations and ethnicities – a Native American,
an Eskimo, an African tribesman, a Scotsman, Uncle Sam, a Chinaman, and an
Aussie with a Kangaroo, among others. An ad for “The Theatre, Neath. Near
G.W. Station” is pasted to the right side of the sheet, indicating that the play
runs three nights only, December 5, 6, and 7.
$1500.

Selling Housewares and Hardware in Federal-Era Boston
12. Foster, James: FRESH IMPORTED HARD-WARE GOODS. JAMES
FOSTER, AT HIS STORE, No. 7 ANN STREET, AND NO. 7 NORTH
SIDE THE MARKET, [BOSTON] IMPORTS, AND HAS FOR SALE, AN
EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF CUTLERY, IRONMONGERY, AND
HARD-WARE GOODS.... [Boston. ca. 1805]. Letterpress broadside, 11¾ x 7¾
inches. “Boston” inscribed in ink after “Market,” on recto. Manuscript receipt on
verso, dated August 10, 1805 and signed by James Foster. Old folds, three-inch
closed tear at left edge of center fold (no loss to text), moderate foxing. Very good.
Well-preserved broadside advertising James Foster’s hardware store in two locations. Foster offers just about everything, from spoons, nails, a variety of cast
iron goods, and hooks, to “windowblind hinges,” “best English glue,” “pewter
and japanned wares” and even “English, Dutch and American gunpowder.” Text
at the bottom of the broadside notes that Foster is willing to barter his goods for
“hollow ware, cut and wrought nails, scythes, hoes and shovels.” The manuscript
receipt on the verso, signed by Foster, lists “thumb latches” and “chest locks”
among other items, with accounting in both pounds and shillings, and dollars
and cents. While undoubtedly abundant at the time, advertising broadsides like
these rarely survived unless they were pressed into service as receipts, as in this
case. Foster is listed in the 1805 Boston Directory at his “no. 7, N. side market”
address and in 1806 at the Ann Street address.
We could find no copy listed in OCLC. A significant source of information on
the selling – and buying – of goods in early 19th century Boston.
$650.

Kansas Farm Land for Sale
13. [Kansas]: Knapp, C.L.: LAND! LAND! READ, THEN COME AND SEE,
AND YOU WILL THEN BELIEVE THAT JEWELL COUNTY, KANSAS,
IS THE JEWEL LONG SOUGHT FOR [caption title and beginning of text].
Burr Oak, Ks.: Herald Print, [ca. 1890]. Broadside, 13¾ x 8 inches, most of the
text in two columns. Old folds, some wrinkling. Small closed tear to top edge,
couple short fold separations. Overall very good.
An apparently unrecorded Kansas land promotional advertising available farm
land in and near Burr Oak, in the extreme north-central area of the state, on the
border with Nebraska. The text touts “the best farming land in the county” and
its beneficial wheat and corn yields, and then details twenty-six discrete plots of
land, variously numbered from twelve to forty-six, still available for purchase.
The broadside was produced by C.L. Knapp, Real Estate and Loan Agent who
advertises an office in the Bank of Burr Oak. They offer ten-year finance terms
so that “those who have but little money can get them a good home in this way.”
They also offer “farms in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, and Kansas.” Knapp seems
to have operated mainly in Leavenworth. The town of Burr Oak was settled beginning around 1870, the Missouri Pacific Railroad came to town in 1879, and a
newspaper called the Burr Oak Reveille started in 1880. The Herald, the town’s
second newspaper where the present broadside was printed, seems to have started
in 1883. No copies of this broadside reported in OCLC.
$600.

Promoting Land Sales in Civil War-Era Missouri:
“The quality of land has nothing to do with the price.”
14. [Missouri Land Promotional]: HOMES IN MISSOURI FOR THE MILLION! R.W. DUNSTAN & CO....ST. LOUIS, MO., HAVE JUST RECEIVED
FROM THEIR SURVEYORS, LOCATIONS FOR OVER 350,000 ACRES
OF THE MOST CHOICE FARMING LANDS IN MISSOURI! [caption
title]. St. Louis: Foote, Printer [ca. 1860s]. Broadside printed in black and red,
13½ x 10¼ inches. A few light creases. Near fine.
An apparently unrecorded and visually striking Missouri land sale broadside from
the Civil War era. The title touts the availability of “350,000 acres of the most
choice farming lands” and offers the land to “settlers, traders and others for 12½,
25 and 50 cents per acre.” The Dunstan Company also offers “Second hand
Lands and Improved Farms in Every County in the State,” promising “Taxes Paid
in All Western States and Territories” and “Mineral Lands Bought and Sold.”
The company also promotes 250,000 acres in Illinois. R.W. Dunstan was a real
estate and general land agent in St. Louis in the 1860s. Regarding the printer, a
St. Louis business directory from 1863 lists W.E. Foote, “Job printer, on N. 3rd,
opposite the post office,” the same address as given in the imprint here.
No copies of this broadside appear in auction records, the trade, or in OCLC.
The only St. Louis imprint by Foote in OCLC, Margaret Cummins’ Leaves From
My Port Folio, is dated 1860. Possibly a unique surviving promotional for early
land development in Missouri at a turbulent moment in its history.
$3000.

Superb Photograph and Hotel Advertisement
15. [New York State]: STANWIX HALL! ROME, N.Y. W.B. SINK, PROPRIETOR [caption title]. New York: Dopp & Nolan, [n.d., ca. 1865]. Photograph,
11¼ x 16¼ inches, mounted on printed card stock, 16 x 19¾ inches. The image
and card stock have equal, light tanning, otherwise the photograph is clean and
unblemished. Minor chipping and staining to mount. Very good. Archival matting, and protected with mylar sheet.

buckboard are also shown. Several other people stand in the doorway, and one
man leans against a large gas lamp. Two businesses are visible on the ground
floor, one owned by “T. Flanagan,” and the other a “Wholesale Liquor Store”
which also sells tobacco and cigars. A sign for a wood coal yard is also visible
in the foreground. The mount has dramatic large-type shaded print advertising
the hotel.

A large and impressive photograph of the Stanwix Hall Hotel, dating to around
the end of the Civil War. The photograph shows the large, four-story hotel from
an elevated height, across the corner of the building, showing the full length of
two sides of the building. Men with top hats and women with parasols are shown
on two balconies and in the open windows. Three horse-drawn carriages and a

W.B. Sink moved to Rome, New York in 1865 and bought the Stanwix Hall Hotel
and the adjacent Mansion House Hotel. He also opened the “Sink Opera House.”
This poster advertising the Stanwix was likely taken shortly after Sink bought the
hotel, serving as a compelling advertisement for one of Rome’s grandest buildings. An evocative promotional piece, offering much information about American
economics, architecture, and culture at the close of the Civil War.
$1650.

Wax Display of a Notorious Murder and Execution
16. [New York State Museum]: [Hamilton, James]: NEW-YORK STATE
MUSEUM, OLD CITY-HALL, S. MARKET-STREET, ALBANY...A STRIKING REPRESENTATION OF THE MURDER OF MAJOR BIRDSALL, BY
JAMES HAMILTON.... [Albany, N.Y. ca. 1845-1855]. Broadside, 20½ x 15¾
inches. Woodcut illustration in upper margin. Four closed tears (no loss to text),
seven early repairs to tears (text slightly affected), old folds and crumpling, some
soiling, but overall still sharp and clear. Good.
A dramatic broadside announcing a new waxwork exhibit depicting the murder of
Major Benjamin Birdsall by James Hamilton, along with Hamilton’s subsequent
execution by hanging. At the very top, there is a small woodcut of Hamilton
on the gallows. The text below promises that viewers can see the scene “at the
moment the ball entered the Major’s side. Both the figures are dressed in the
same clothing worn by them at the time the affair took place; and the Rifle in
the hands of Hamilton, is the identical one with which the murderous deed was
committed.” Visitors are also guaranteed “a correct likeness of James Hamilton
on the gallows, the moment previous to his execution, dressed in the identical
apparel worn by him at the time, and the same rope round his neck with which
he was hung.”
According to his brief autobiography (dictated to Calvin Pepper), Hamilton’s was
a sad story: a rough childhood in which he turned to crime, and was in and out of
debt and trouble, until he learned that soldiers were exempt from the bailiffs, and
so he enlisted in the 6th U.S. Infantry Regiment in Albany in 1812. He fought at
York and Fort George, and was then captured by the British. After his release, he
bounced in and out of the Army – tried to join the Navy – and was in and out of
the Army again. Despite slipping deeper into vice and debauchery, he ended up
in the Army one more time, joining Major Birdsall’s rifle company stationed at
Albany in early 1818. In July of the same year, so drunk he could not remember
the act, he shot Birdsall, and was executed November 6, 1818.
The date “December 24, 1818” appears at the lower left corner of the page, but
it is not clear what it references. The New-York State Museum was not founded
until 1836, and not open to the public until 1845. It was initially located at the
Old State House (not “Old City-Hall” as found here), and moved when the hall
was demolished in 1855. No doubt the murder of Major Birdsall was still exciting
news, as much for the murder as for Hamilton’s salacious autobiography.
This broadside is decidedly rare. We could find no other record of it in OCLC
or on the market.
The Life and Dying Confessions of James Hamilton, Executed for the Murder of Major
Benjamin Birdsall, Nov. 6, 1818, Albany (Albany: [Calvin Pepper], 1819). $1750.

Amazing Poster for Bill Pickett, Bull-Dogger
17. [Norman, Richard E.]: [ORIGINAL STONE-LITHOGRAPHED THREESHEET POSTER FOR THE BILL PICKETT WESTERN, The BullDogger]. Jacksonville, Fl.: Norman Film Mfg. Co., [1921]. Stone-lithographed
three-sheet poster, 77 x 40¾ inches. Stone-lithographed three-sheet poster. Old
folds and creases. Some expertly repaired tears (mostly along folds and in the
black background). Backed on linen. In very good condition.
A large, striking, three-sheet stone-lithographed poster advertising the Norman
Film Studios production of The Bull-Dogger, a western starring famed black cowboy Bill Pickett and an all-black cast. The center of the poster is dominated by
a nearly full-length image of Pickett standing before a bar in a saloon, facing the
viewer sideways and with his six-gun drawn. His image is flanked by portraits
of the film’s other two stars, Anita Bush and comedian Bennie Turpin, whose
name and cross-eyed visage was undoubtedly meant to invoke the popular white
comedian, Ben Turpin. The lower half of the poster features an oval illustration of Pickett performing a feat for which he was famous: wrestling a bull to
the ground by its horns (i.e. “bull-dogging”). The text promises “death defying
feats of courage and skill! Thrills! Laughs Too!” Pickett is promoted on the
poster as the “world’s colored champion.” The poster was created by the Ritchey
Lithographic Corporation of New York.
Norman Studios, founded in Jacksonville, Florida by the white producer and
director, Richard E. Norman, was one of the most prominent studios making
so-called “race films” during the 1920s. Melodramas, westerns, and actionadventure films were all produced by the studio. The Bull-Dogger was their most
famous western, and its star, Bill Pickett, was renowned as a cowboy before he
even stepped before the cameras. Born in Travis County, Texas in 1870 of an
ex-slave father, Pickett worked as a cowboy from an early age, gaining notoriety
for developing a method of bull-dogging that involved him wrestling a bull to
the ground by its horns – an act featured in the film and on the poster. He later
joined the travelling 101 Wild West Show, and appeared in a second western for
Norman Studios called The Crimson Skull, in 1922.
A great, large poster for a western “race film.”

$6500.

Original Poster Art
18. [Pantomime]: DRURY LANE CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME HOP O’ MY
THUMB BOXING NIGHT [caption title]. [N.p., but likely London. ca. 1864].
Ink and watercolor on thick paper, approximately 14 x 9¾ inches, mounted on
foam core board approximately 15½ x 11¼ inches. Minor edge wear, light soiling. Very good.
An original ink-and-watercolor advertisement designed as a poster or a program
cover for a popular pantomime show in London in 1864. The artwork may also
have been created as a cover for the text of the play, though this is ultimately
unknown. The colorful artwork incorporates one cutout onlay at center, featuring
the miniature hero of the pantomime. He is dancing on an extended thumb within
a sunburst circular design. At the base of the thumb is a group of eight owls.
The various decorative scripts making up the text include a series of grotesque
figures and ghouls spelling the word “PANTOMIME” in black.
E.L. Blanchard’s Hop o’ My Thumb and His Seven Brothers opened at Drury Lane
on December 26 of that year, and was met with much acclaim. According to
Richards, the show “contained a series of transformations which seemed to celebrate progress and modernity: a villa and its grounds transformed into a railway
station, a wagon into a steam threshing machine and a windmill and farmyard
into a patent bread and biscuit factory.”
Pantomime shows were an annual tradition at Drury Lane between 1852 and
1888. Blanchard wrote and produced them all, with ample design assistance from
the artist, William Beverley. In their review of Hop o’ My Thumb in December
1864, The Times of London praised the performers of the show for executing
their craft “in the best manner that circumstances will allow” and for the “great
importance” they attached to their pantomime. The Times continued with further
accolades: “All the artists are the best....The painter is Mr. William Beverley, the
acknowledged chief of faery illustration, the genius to whom the ‘transformation
scene’ in the present sense of the word may be said to owe its existence.” They
also praised Blanchard, “distinguished as a comic lyrical poet of no small pretensions” for providing “invariably successful works” at Drury Lane. Hop o’ My
Thumb was produced two more times at Drury Lane – in 1892 and 1911 – but
under different titles than seen here.
The artwork is signed at lower right, with the name reading possibly “Dy Karin
Kyn.” We could find no record of this artist, whose name is possibly Welsh in
origin.
Wonderful original art for a popular pantomime show in Victorian London.
Jeffrey Richards, The Golden Age of Pantomime (London & New York: I.B. Tauris,
[2015]), p.47.
$750.

FOR INSURANCE FROM LOSS OR DAMAGE BY FIRE...[caption title].
[with:] LONDON, 1804. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. NEW-YORK.
PROPOSALS FROM THE PHOENIX COMPANY OF LONDON FOR
INSURING HOUSES, BUILDINGS, STORES, SHIPS IN HARBOUR,
GOODS, WARES, AND MERCHANDIZE, FROM LOSS OR DAMAGE BY
FIRE [caption title]. [London. 1804]. Bifolium (consisting of one unaccomplished
broadside form and one broadside advertisement), 19½ x 12 inches. Copperengraved scene, 5¾ x 7 inches, at head of form. Woodcut emblem, 3 x 4½ inches,
at head of advertisement. Two vertical and three horizontal folds. Contemporary
manuscript inscription, “June 1804,” in left margin beside engraving in first leaf;
contemporary manuscript inscriptions, dated November 8, 1804, on blank verso
of first leaf referring to policy rates in Charleston. Half-inch tear at gutter of
first leaf, repaired with tape on verso. Portion of upper corner at fore-edge and
portion of margin at gutter lacking from second leaf, supplied in later paper.
Second leaf somewhat faded. Else near fine.
Bifolium of two broadsides for the Phoenix fire insurance company of London at
the time of the opening of its first agency in New York. The Phoenix Assurance
Company, still operating today as Phoenix Life, Ltd., was founded in 1782 by a
consortium of sugar refiners in London seeking more reasonable rates for the
insurance of their risky holdings against fire. By the mid-1780s, Phoenix had
established itself as a successful fire insurer across the whole of Great Britain
for a wide array of businesses and homes. In 1785 the Phoenix Company sold
its first North American policy at Charleston, and the first policy in New York
was accepted two years later. It was not until 1804, however, that Phoenix began
establishing actual agencies in the New World, breaking ground in New York with
the appointment of Theophylact and Andrew Bache as agents there.
The first leaf is a printed policy form for the Phoenix Company in New York, never
filled in. The second leaf is an advertising broadside for the company, containing
a table of rates for New York subscribers and a detailed list of conditions for new
policies. The handsome copper engraving at the top of the form leaf depicts a
helmeted goddess (presumably Athena) on a pedestal bearing a shield stamped
with the word “PROTECTION” and the image of a phoenix rising from ashes.
Behind the figure is a nighttime scene of the burning remains of a building and a
family of victims spilling onto the street. A team of firefighters is extinguishing
the flames with a pump-operated hose, and behind them is a scaffolded building
under repair. The engraved caption reads: “PHOENIX FIRE OFFICE, LOMBARDO STREET and CHARING CROSS.” A similar illustration in woodcut is
included at the head of the “Proposals” broadside. Here, the goddess is the only
figure depicted. On her left are both the burning building and the new construction; on her right is a ship at sea engulfed in flames. The hooks and axes of the
firefighter adorn the sides of the cut.

Illustrated Fire Insurance Policy
19. [Phoenix Assurance Company of London]: NEW-YORK...THIS POLICY
OF ASSURANCE...WITNESSETH THAT [blank] HA[blank] PAID THE
SUM OF [blank] TO THE UNDERSIGNED THEOPHYLACT BACHE
AND ANDREW BACHE, ESQRS. OF NEW-YORK, AS AUTHORIZED
AGENTS TO THE PHOENIX ASSURANCE-COMPANY OF LONDON,

The Goldsmiths’-Kress Library of Economic Literature at Harvard lists a copy
of the Boston variant of the advertising broadside. The only located institutional
holding of this New York issue, however, is at the Connecticut Historical Society. No records of the printed form in any issue have been located. A rare and
interesting pair of documents from the early history of international insurance.
KRESS B4839 (variant). Clive Trebilcock, Phoenix Assurance and the Development
of British Insurance Volume I 1782-1870 (Cambridge University Press, 1985),
pp.184-201.
$1250.

The Original Siamese Twins on Tour
20. [Siamese Twins – Chang & Eng]: SIAMESE TWINS. FOR [] DAY ONLY.
THE UNITED BROTHERS, CHANG-ENG, VERY RESPECTFULLY
ACQUAINT THE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF...[caption title]. New
York: J.M. Elliott, [ca. 1839]. Broadside, 12½ x 7½ inches. Woodcut illustration
in upper portion, text surrounded by ornamental border. Light, even tanning, a
bit lighter at the edges where covered by an earlier frame. Very good.
A rare promotional broadside for Chang & Eng, the original “Siamese Twins”
who became a cultural phenomenon in the United States, England, and Europe in
the 1830s. The broadside is undated and has blank spaces that would have been
filled in with the dates and duration of their appearance, the city and the venue,
and the hours during which they would receive the curious. The present copy
has none of the blank spaces accomplished in manuscript, and is undated. The
woodcut illustration of the twins, however, shows them at a relatively young age,
and in dress and scenery invoking their native Siam. The illustration shows the
brothers wearing “exotic” clothes and headdress. The fleshy band that connected
them at the torso is plainly evident.
It is significant that the broadside appeals to “ladies and gentlemen,” as the promoters of the Siamese Twins were eager to assure visitors – especially women – that
their sensibilities would not be shocked by viewing the pair. The illustration of
the twins therefore serves a double purpose – in piquing the interest of potential
viewers, and assuring them of the propriety of the event. It is advertised that
“Pamphlets containing an historical account of the Twins” would be available for
sale at the show, as well as engraved and lithographic likenesses. Admission was
fifty cents, and there was “no re-admission to the room.” This broadside was
likely printed toward the end of the twins’ 1829-1839 first major set of tours. As
the American Antiquarian Society catalogue notes, the printer, J. M. Elliott, is
listed in New York directories at the address contained in the broadside from 1838
to 1845 and issued lithographs of the twins in 1837 and 1839. This broadside is
one of the last depictions of the twins in exotic costume.
Chang & Eng, who eventually took the surname “Bunker,” were born in Thailand
in 1811, and were brought to the United States by an American sea captain and
a British businessman in 1829. They eventually settled in North Carolina, in
1839, and led relatively normal lives, marrying two sisters and having between
them twenty-one children.
Rare and interesting evidence of the promotion of the original Siamese Twins in
the first phase of their career.
$1750.

Train Transport and a New Store
Alleviate Fears of Civil War Shortages
21. Stark, J.N.: GOOD NEWS FOR ALL. NEW CASH STORE AT OLIVE
GREEN. FRESH GOODS AT PRICES SUITED TO THE WAR TIMES
[caption title]. Cincinnati: Times Print, [ca. 1861]. Illustrated broadside, approximately 25¼ x 18¾ inches. Small dampstain in upper right corner. Soft horizontal
fold, minimal wear, slight chips at corners. Very good.
A charming and attractively-illustrated advertisement for a new general store
opening in Olive Green in Delaware County, in central Ohio at the outbreak
of the Civil War. The overall message of the broadside is interesting in that it
seeks to reassure customers that despite the potential fear of shortages caused
by the Civil War, “fresh goods at prices suited to the war times” would still be
readily available.
In the large woodcut in the center of the broadside, a crowd gathers around an
arriving train, exclaiming, “A large stock has been received by J.N. Stark. It is
astonishing at what low prices he is now enabled to sell Goods. Well this arrival
beats them all; I’ll give him a call.” The train belches a plume of black smoke and
a sign on one of the cars reads “Liquors, Groceries, Farming Utensils, &c, &c,
just arrived.” It appears as though someone has attempted to cross-out the word
“liquors.” Stark promises (with apparent contradiction) that “Country Produce of
all kinds taken in payment for Merchandise....Buying and selling for cash alone, I
am enabled to give customers as good bargains as they can find anywhere else in
the country.” Among the goods offered are “hardware, glassware, clothing, notions, boots, shoes, hats, caps, stationery, wooden and queensware” all to be sold
from a “well furnished store.” The woodcut is arranged between text composed
of large, bold wooden type. The town of Olive Green did not survive long, and
has been unincorporated territory in Ohio for some time.
The commercial firm that created the broadside, Frazer & Denis (their name
is featured in the woodcut) was most active mainly in the early 1850s, producing everything from circus posters to views of Cincinnati buildings and other
businesses; the “Times Print, Cincinnati” imprint was used from about 1861 to
1880. Frazer & Denis tout themselves in the Cincinnati Business Mirror of 1852
as specializing in “Designing and engraving on wood....Our establishment is the
largest in the west, and our facilities such that we are enabled to execute work
on the shortest notice, in the first style of art.” James N. Stark (1823-1899) was
listed as a wealthy merchant in Delaware County in the 1860 census.
A rare broadside, with no copies listed in OCLC. A copy (likely this same one)
was offered by Ernest Wessen’s Midland Books, for $7 in 1959.
MIDLAND NOTES 74:390.
$1250.

Steaming Down the Connecticut River
on the Fourth of July
22. [Steamboat Travel]: GRAND EXCURSION! JULY FOURTH, 1859!!
STEAMER L. BOARDMAN, CAPT. G.W. BATES, WILL LEAVE HARTFORD...FOR LYME.... [N.p., likely Hartford. ca. June 30, 1859]. Broadside,
sight size 13¾ x 11 inches. Woodcut vignette. Minor toning and foxing, two small
pencil notations. Very good. Matted and framed.
A wonderfully evocative and patriotic illustrated broadside advertising a steamer
trip down the Connecticut River from Hartford to Lyme, then on to Greenport
or Sag Harbor by connection to another steamer, or on to New London by car,
and eventually back to Hartford on Independence Day in 1859. The woodcut
illustration shows the steamship L. Boardman in action, with smoke flying from
the stacks and the American flag flying proudly off the stern. A rare historical
advertising piece, with only one copy recorded in OCLC, at the Connecticut
Historical Society Library.
OCLC 20878562.
$1000.

Calling for the First – and Only – Election
for President of the Confederacy
23. [Texas]: [Civil War]: ELECTION! PROCLAMATION, BY THE GOVERNOR OF TEXAS...THAT AN ELECTION BE HELD IN THE SEVERAL
STATES OF THIS CONFEDERACY ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY IN
NOVEMBER, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE, FOR ELECTORS FOR PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA...[caption title and portion of opening text].
Austin. September 2, 1861. Letterpress broadside, 17 x 14 inches. Professionally
mounted on later paper. Old tape stains and repaired tears along center fold affecting parts of just a few letters. Minor offsetting in lower portion from being
folded, original ink smear in first line of text. Very good.
An exceedingly rare Confederate Texas broadside issued by Governor Edward
Clark, scheduling elections for Confederate president and vice president, and the
apportioning of the state of Texas for elections of Congressmen to the Confederate House of Representatives. Governor Clark divides the state of Texas into six
districts, naming the counties included in each district. For example, the First
District of Confederate Texas was comprised of forty-eight counties throughout
the breadth of the middle-southern portion of the state, from Presidio in the west
to Gulf Coast counties such as Calhoun County. Governor Clark schedules the
elections for November 6, 1861. The election determined the eight electors for
the Confederate presidential and vice presidential race, plus one representative
from each of the six districts to the Confederate House. Further instructions
define the procedures for conducting the elections and returning the results to
the Secretary of State within four days.
The Confederate Presidential Election of 1861 was the only Confederate presidential election ever held under the Permanent Constitution of the Confederate
States of America, and the election was all but ceremonial. Jefferson Davis and
Alexander Stephens, who had been voted into office provisionally in February,
1861 were firmly elected to a single six-year term in November, 1861, and would
not be eligible to run for re-election. This last point was never an issue, as Davis
and Stephens would serve, of course, as the only president and vice president of
the Confederacy from 1861 until the dissolution of the southern confederacy at
the end of the Civil War.
The electoral system of the Confederate States of America was modeled on that of
the United States Constitution, with the number of electors “equal to the whole
number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
Congress.” As such, Texas qualified for eight electors based on its apportionment
of two Senators and six Representatives in the House. When the election was
held in November and certified in December, Davis and Stephens won all 109
electoral votes, and 97% of the popular vote.
Both Parrish and Willingham and Winkler record just one copy of this broadside,
at the University of Texas at Austin. Another copy sold at auction almost fifteen
years ago, though we are unaware of its current location. In any case, the present
copy is an important and very rare Confederate Texas broadside outlining the
only Confederate presidential election for which Texans ever voted.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 4221. WINKLER 1672.
$8250.

Recruiting Confederate Texas Infantry after “the arrogant
administration of Abraham Lincoln has proclaimed its intention
of invading our soil, and conquering our people.”
24. [Texas]: [Civil War]: PROCLAMATION TO THE PEOPLE OF TEXAS.
Austin. April 24, 1861. Letterpress broadside, 12½ x 8 inches. Docketed in manuscript
on verso. Old folds, tiny fold separations at edges, minor wrinkling. Near fine.
A phenomenal Texas Confederate broadside calling for the recruitment of infantry volunteers just two weeks after the attack on Fort Sumter ushered in the
Civil War. It is only the second copy of this broadside that we have been able
to locate. The proclamation was issued by Texas Governor Edward Clark, who
arouses the southern patriotism of potential Texas Confederate recruits, asking
them to join the battle since “the arrogant administration of Abraham Lincoln
has proclaimed its intention of invading our soil, and conquering our people.”
Governor Clark, “most deeply impressing upon the people of Texas, the urgent
necessity of combining every effort to effect the immediate organization of our
brave men,” calls for volunteers for the Confederate Infantry.
Clark appeals not only to patriotism and a sense of religious destiny, but also
evokes an obvious and widely-shared disdain for the northern states of the Union:
“Let every young and chivalric man in the State, bear in mind, that it is a solemn duty to himself and his country, which now invokes his action, and let the
old men gird their armor on the young, and inspire them with a holy zeal, and
an inflexible determination, to repel the vandals of the North, who have already
possessed themselves of our homes, and made known their intention of destroying
everything that is dear to us.”
Governor Clark calls for the immediate formation of one or more companies in as
many communities as possible in the state of Texas, and orders those companies
to report to the Adjutant General in Austin. Clark hopes that these companies
will soon number “eight thousand men to defend our new-born, glorious Confederacy, and a reserve force of many thousands to preserve us, as we have ever
been, independent and invincible.”
The attack on Fort Sumter raged from April 12 to 14, 1861, and resulted in a
resounding Confederate victory. In the aftermath of the battle, both Union and
Confederate officials kicked off aggressive recruitment campaigns. The news
of Fort Sumter was received by Governor Clark in Austin on April 17; that day,
Clark issued a directive to establish and instruct volunteer companies, dividing the
state into six districts (Parrish & Willingham 4233, Winkler 1662). The present
broadside, issued a week later, was a response to the Confederate government’s
request for five thousand more troops, for a total of eight thousand new Texas
infantry recruits in the two weeks following the outbreak of the war, which were
promptly furnished by the state.
This is an extraordinarily rare Texas Confederate broadside. Parrish & Willingham
and Winkler record only a single copy, at the University of Texas.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 4230. WINKLER 1663.
$11,000.

Illustrated Broadside for Puerto Rican Tobacco Products
25. [Tobacco]: [Puerto Rico]: LA RECREATIVA. MIGUEL PONS Y BUJOSA, FORTALEZA 22, SAN JUAN PUERTO-RICO. San Juan, Puerto Rico:
Lit. Boletin, 1884. Engraved broadside, 20 x 11 inches, on very thin paper. Minor
chipping along edges, a few spots of faint foxing. Very good. In tan cloth portfolio.
A visually-striking engraved broadside with sharp images and attractive typography
advertising Puerto Rican tobacco, and Don Miguel Pons y Bujosa’s premiere tobacco
products in particular. In the upper third of the sheet, there is a large vignette
of an elegantly dressed woman smoking a cigar, sitting atop shipping crates and
barrels, and holding tobacco leaves and the end of a cornucopia overflowing with
cigars and tobacco canisters. On the left, a large marine anchor leans against the
crates and in the foreground are several smaller crates and canisters labeled with
different types of cigars (brevas, conchas, flor fina, regalia). In the background,
one can just make out a large ship on the water. This image was likely used on
the seal for the firm’s cigar boxes as well. Surrounding the vignette are rectos and
versos of the medals awarded to the firm in the three expositions highlighted in
the text: “medalla de plata y mencion honorifica en la Féria Exposicion de Ponce
en 1882, medalla de oro de primera clase en la Exposicion Agricola é Industrial
de tabaco de 1883 y últimamente con medalla de plata en la Universal de Amsterdam” (silver medal and honorable mention at the Ponce Exhibition in 1882,
a first-class gold medal at the Agricultural and Industrial Tobacco Exhibition of
1883, and recently with a silver medal at the Amsterdam Universal).
The lower two-thirds has a list of current prices and available packaging for
twenty-seven varieties of tobacco, followed by brief notes on sourcing the tobacco and some specifics on shipping costs and policies for commercial clients.
Tobacco, along with sugar and coffee, had long been a cash crop in Puerto Rico,
but because it lacked the esteem of Cuban tobacco, most of it was consumed locally, and only small quantities were exported to Europe. In the last decades of
the nineteenth century, Cuba began importing Puerto Rican tobacco for “tripa,”
or filler, the individual tobacco leaves used in the body of the cigar. This did
much to enhance the reputation of Puerto Rico’s tobacco trade, and once the U.S.
seized the island, tobacco became a substantial part of Puerto Rico’s economy. It
is unclear how successful Miguel Pons y Bujosa was in the long term, however he
does appear as a member of the San Juan city council in the May 5, 1891 issue
of Gazeta de Puerto-Rico (p.5).
We could find no instances of this broadside in OCLC, and this is the first copy
we have seen.
$1350.

Selling Wine in New York and California
26. [Turner Brothers]: TURNER BROTHERS MANUFACTURERS OF
GINGER WINE, SYRUPS, CORDIALS, NATIVE WINES, etc. etc. NEW
YORK, BUFFALO & SAN FRANCISCO. New York: Sarony, Major & Knapp,
[before 1867]. Illustrated lithographic broadside, 23 x 18 inches. Mild spotting,
slightly trimmed. Overall, an excellent display piece in very good condition.
An exceedingly rare pictorial broadside advertising Turner Brothers wines, syrups, and cordials. The broadside was drawn by John Ffooks, who depicts the
manufacturing facilities of the Turner Brothers in New York City, Buffalo, and
San Francisco in three separate insets. The latter depiction is especially interesting, as it sets the Turner Brothers’ branch office and factory within a sprawling
panoramic image of San Francisco – an early depiction of the city in such breadth
and detail. The whole of the lithograph is bordered in artfully-executed grape
vines and vine leaves interspersed with small vignette portraits of the six Turner
brothers who were partners in the company.
Turner Brothers Wines & Spirits enterprise, a major American concern with
national distribution capabilities operated from 1847 until the mid-1860s. The
upper vignette features a view of their premier store in New York City, located
at 350-352 Washington Street, at the corner of Franklin (present-day Soho/
Tribeca). In the middle is a view of their establishment in Buffalo, where the
business was founded. In the lower part of the composition is a fine panorama
of San Francisco (where Turner Brothers had established a store), taken from
a south-easterly perspective (perhaps the Rincon Hill area), looking towards
Telegraph Hill, with the bustling downtown and harbor in the foreground. It is
lovely depiction of San Francisco captured in the aftermath of the Gold Rush;
interestingly, the distinctive bottles of the Turner Brothers have been unearthed
at several California Gold Rush boomtowns, including Monte Cristo, Chips Flat,
Excelsior, Downieville, and Chaparral Hill. The present broadside also qualifies
as a rare early work of California wine interest.
The Turner Brothers Wines & Spirits Company was a brilliantly successful, albeit
evanescent alcohol and medicinal spirits empire. The company was founded in
1847 in Buffalo by the six Turner Brothers (Malcolm, James, Thomas, Archibald,
Robert, and George), who were originally from Delaware County, New York,
and children of Scottish immigrants. They traded in wines and manufactured
their own sodas, ginger and berry wines, and medicinal spirits. Their enterprise
enjoyed rapid success, and they soon opened a large store and factory in New
York City. James ran the establishment in Buffalo; Malcolm oversaw the New
York premises; while Robert ran the show in San Francisco; the other brothers
remained partners but were less active in the day-to-day business. Taking advantage of the massive wealth generated by the California Gold Rush, in 1853,
the Turner Brothers opened a store in San Francisco, where they were one of the
boomtown’s earliest major distributors of alcohol.

After making a large fortune, the brothers sold the business in the mid-1860s,
and subsequent to that the assets traded under different names. The brothers
then used the proceeds to establish the Turner Brothers Bank, headquartered
in New York City, seeking to take advantage of the international railway boom.
This initially proved successful, and they soon opened branches in Berlin, Paris,
and London. However, during the Panic of 1873, the railway boom went bust,
and the Turner bank filed for bankruptcy in 1876. While the brothers personally
retained some of their wealth, only Archibald re-emerged as a prominent player,
serving as president of several New York banks over the coming years.
The lithographers, Sarony, Major, and Knapp were a prominent firm that operated in New York City in one combination or another from the early 1840s until
1867, at which time Napoleon Sarony (who had earlier worked for Currier &
Ives along with Henry Major) left the company to open what would become a
world-renowned photography studio. Based on this fact, coupled with the Turner
Brothers selling the wine business in the mid-1860s, the present broadside can
be dated to no later than 1867. Little is known about the artist who drew the
imagery, John Ffooks.
We could locate no other copies of the present broadside in OCLC or auction
records. A highly-interesting early work of California wine interest, New York
business history, and American lithographic art.
PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, pp.350-56 (ref).
$5500.

“Follow the Flag”
27. [Wabash Railroad]: THE WABASH LINE SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE VIA ST. LOUIS TO COLORADO, CALIFORNIA AND
ALL POINTS WEST...[caption title]. Chicago: Poole Bros., [ca. 1886-1896].
Chromolithographic broadside, 24 x 9 inches. Old horizontal folds. Small tear at
upper margin (likely from posting), no text affected. Very good.
Rare and colorful broadside advertising “the Shortest and Quickest Route” to
“all points West” on the Wabash Line, connecting through St. Louis. The sheet
features a full-color image of the famous Wabash flag, as well as the seals of
Colorado and California. Customers are promised that all trains feature “Free
Reclining Chair Cars and Pullman Buffet Sleeping Cars,” and are provided a
name and address to acquire maps and timetables.
At the time this broadside was issued, Charles M. Hays was general manager,
and the Wabash railroad was under the control of financier Jay Gould, who was
working feverishly to establish a full coast-to-coast system. He had merged the
St. Louis, Kansas City & Northern Railroad with Wabash, creating the Wabash,
St. Louis & Pacific Railroad. Then, as with many other Eastern and Midwest
railroads, Wabash partnered with Union Pacific to provide service further west.
By 1896, Gould’s son, George, had taken over the railroad, and proceeded to
expand it further, swallowing up the Missouri Pacific, Western Pacific, Denver &
Rio Grande Western, Western Maryland, and Wheeling & Lake Erie railroads.
Hays left in 1896 to become general manager and later president of the Grand
Trunk Railway in Canada, which helped extend the Wabash network north.
An attractive artifact from one of the great American railroads. We could find
no copies recorded in OCLC.
$950.

“No animal living approaches this in size”
28. [Warren Mastodon]: GREAT AMERICAN MASTODON!! NOW EXHIBITING AT THE HALL. [N.p. ca. 1846]. Broadside, 24 x 17¼ inches (sight
size). Offsetting of text, probably from another copy of the broadside. Some
spotting, else very good. Matted.
Rare broadside advertising the exhibition of the nearly complete mastodon skeleton unearthed in 1845 near Newburgh, New York on the farm of Nathaniel
Brewster by workers digging for peat fuel. The first three words are printed in
large block type (with letters two to three inches high). The text describes where
the skeleton was found, “imbedded in a marl pit, lying from 5 to 8 feet below the
surface.” Dimensions are given: “Length in straight line, 20 feet; by the curve,
29; of Tusks, 10½. Height of Head, 12 feet; Back, 10: Width of Pelvis, 6....No
animal living approaches this in size.” Blank spaces are left for exhibition hall
name and admission price.
One of the most famous finds in the annals of American paleontology, the skeleton was purchased from the Brewster family by the noted surgeon, Dr. John
Collins Warren, who wrote a monograph on the specimen in 1852 and kept it on
display in a small Boston museum. The Warren Mastodon was later acquired by
the American Museum of Natural History in New York, where it is remains on
display. “The discovery of the mastodon skeleton, and Warren’s serious treatment
of it, mark the beginning of vertebrate paleontology in this country” – Expedition
(AMNH gallery guide) 46. Warren recalls in his memoir that he had learned of
the skeleton after “it was brought into New England, shown in various towns,
and ultimately in Worcester” (Life..., Vol 2, p.223). That the broadside does not
state a locale other than “the Hall” suggests that the broadside was designed for
this traveling exhibition.
A handsome American natural history exhibition broadside.

$5750.

Swain’s Wild West Show
29. [Wild West Show Poster]: W.I. SWAIN’S WESTERN SPECTACULAR
PRODUCTION JESSE JAMES. “HANDS UP SHERIFF?” “THE PRISON
IS NOT BUILT THAT WILL HOLD JESSE JAMES.” Newport, Ky.: The
Donaldson Litho. Co., [ca. 1920]. Chromolithographic poster, 27½ x 41¾ inches.
Several tears at edges, two of them significantly affecting the image. Some chipping and loss along top left and lower right edges, also a bit in top right corner.
Still, a striking image. Good plus.
An attractive poster advertising one of W.I. Swain’s popular touring western shows,
this one featuring Jesse James, who in this portrayal has an African-American as
a member of his gang. The illustration shows three men on the right edge with

their hands held high, while a fourth man next to them weakly drops his gun.
On the left side a cocky man in a white shirt (presumably James) points a six
shooter at the men across the room, while a blonde woman in a red dress stands
with one foot on a chair and the other on a desk, also pointing guns at the men.
Anomalously, in the center of the image, through a window, a black man in a
red shirt also points two guns at the men on the right, while inside the room a
black woman kneels and pleads with the man in the window. Colonel W.I. Swain
was one of the most successful tent showmen in the South. He often toured a
minstrel show, putting on a different performance every night for a week. The
shows were continued by Swain’s son, Kennedy, well into the 1940s.
$2000.

Urging Men to Support Woman Suffrage
30. [Women’s Suffrage]: [Kelley, Florence]: HEAR MRS. FLORENCE
KELLEY OF NEW YORK THE FRIEND OF THE WORKING-GIRL...
SUBJECT: “WHY MEN NEED WOMEN’S BALLOT.” Detroit: Allied Printing, [1912]. Letterpress handbill, 9 x 6 inches. Moderate toning, old folds, mild
chipping to top edge. Paper residue to verso at upper corners, ink inscription on
verso reading: “Detroit 1912.” About very good.
Uncommon broadside promoting a speech by Florence Kelley, a prominent suffragist, social reformer, labor and children’s rights activist, and founding member
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
Above all, Kelley was a pragmatist in the suffrage debate, arguing here that working men needed their female counterparts at the polls in order to strengthen the
pro-labor vote. She gave the speech advertised here on Sunday, October 27, 1912
at Detroit’s Garrick Theatre. An ephemeral and interesting suffrage item, with
no copies in OCLC or in the auction records.
$675.

